Change of facilitation during voluntary bilateral hand activation after stroke.
The relearning of daily activities after stroke also involves performance of bimanual tasks. This raises the possibility that concurrent activation of the healthy hemisphere interferes with reorganization processes in the affected hemisphere due to inhibitory pathways between homologous motor cortex representations. This study investigated the effect of voluntary, simultaneous activation of both hands upon the non-dominant (healthy subjects) or affected (stroke patients) hemisphere. Eleven healthy subjects and 16 stroke patients were investigated using transcranial stimulation (TMS). TMS was applied over the non-dominant/affected hemisphere during performance of an isometric pinch grip at different force levels (10% or 50% of maximal voluntary contraction) with the contralateral hand. The ipsilateral hand had to perform the pinch grip at various force levels (10%, 50%, or 100% of maximal voluntary contraction) simultaneously. Peak-to-peak amplitudes of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) were compared to assess differences in motor cortex excitability. Unilateral activity of either hand alone exerted a facilitatory effect upon the non-dominant or affected hemisphere. In healthy subjects, the activation of the ipsilateral hand simultaneously with the contralateral hand did not produce any significant change of the MEP amplitudes compared to unilateral activation of the contralateral hand. In patients, however, the additional activation of the ipsilateral hand caused an additional increase of the peak-to-peak amplitudes. In healthy subjects voluntary activation of the ipsilateral hand does not change the excitability of the motor cortex of the non-dominant hemisphere, when the contralateral hand is simultaneously activated. The facilitation of the contralateral hand seems to gate further facilitation by the ipsilateral hand. However, in stroke patients simultaneous activation of both hands causes an additional facilitation compared to activation of the affected hand alone.